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thought she
her sister. One paced
knew was
of them is
psychological
wrong. Has her lying, hiding a thriller, with
sister's entire terrible secret. perfectly
life been a lie? Can Rachel
crafted
And how did
discover the
complex
her young
truth before it characters, that
niece get the
is too late?
has you
bruises she is Dear Sister is a burning off
hiding? And
gripping
nervous energy
who keeps
psychological as you read it."
calling her in
thriller with a -Goodreads
the middle of
mind-blowing Reviewer "This
the night? As
twist that will book threw me
their father
leave readers for a loop a few
works his way turning pages times! It had
into their lives, long into the
quite a few
Rachel finds
night. Perfect twists and
her ordered
for fans of Lisa turns! I thought
world slipping Jewell, K.L
I had them
away. Already Slater and Ruth figured out
reeling from
Heald. What
then bam!
the breakup of readers are
Something
her own
saying about
happens and
marriage, she Dear Sister:
I'm like hum?!
doesn't know
"What a book! Didn't see that
who to trust - This is a
coming."
her father or
brilliant fast
-Netgalley
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Reviewer "I
couldn't put it wrong. I
was captivated down. I love a definitely
from the
twist that
recommend
beginning, this makes me
this book to
book is well
question what others!"
written, the
I've read and
-Netgalley
alternated
this book
Reviewer
The Other
chapters are
certainly had
Sister
easy to read
that. After a
Bookouture
and addictive. I recent reading 'There's only
highly
slump this was been one time
recommend it." just what I
that Rose
couldn't stop
-Booksprout
needed."
me from doing
Reviewer
-Netgalley
the wrong
"Creepy,
Reviewer
thing and that
thrilling and a "While many
was a mistake
proper page
thrillers contain that will
turner that I
predictable
haunt me for
the rest of my
couldn't put
tropes- I
down. Highly
honestly had no life.' Fern
Castle works
recommended idea of what
in her local
5 stars from
was truly going library. She
me." -Netgalley to happen until has dinner
Reviewer
the end. Every with her twin
"Wow! This
time I thought I sister Rose
three nights a
book had me
had some
gripped from
inkling- I'd find week. And she
avoids crowds,
the start, I
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bright lights she long
thoroughly
and loud noises thought were
engrossing,
as much as
buried. ******* suspenseful
possible. Fern *************** thriller, and
has a carefully *************** her writing
structured life *************** feels so
and disrupting Praise for
effortless'
her routine can Sally Hepworth: EMMA CURTIS
be . . .
'Women's
'It's not often
dangerous. When fiction at its that such a
Rose discovers finest' LIANE gripping pagethat she cannot MORIARTY
turner can be
fall pregnant, 'Clever,
so moving'
Fern sees her chilling and
SARAH NAUGHTON
chance to pay beautifully
'Cleverly
her sister back crafted' ADELE plotted and
for everything PARKS 'The
completely
Rose has done characters are compelling'
for her. Fern so beautifully NICOLA MORIARTY
can have a baby drawn and it
The Book of
for Rose. She was an
Atlantis Black: The
just needs to emotional read, Search for a Sister
find a father. but I couldn't Gone Missing
Simple. Fern's put it down'
Simon and Schuster
mission will
HEIDI PARKS
‘I did something
shake the
'Sally
terrible Grace. I
foundations of demonstrates
the life she
that you don't hope you can
has carefully need outlandish forgive me…’ Grace
built for
situations and hasn't been the
same since the
herself and
monstrous
stir up dark
characters to death of her best
secrets that
write a
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friend Charlie. She is someone is
Robert Bryndza ‘I
haunted by Charlie's following her. Is it could not put this
last words, and in a all in Grace's mind? book down. I
bid for answers,
Or as she gets closer neglected all the
opens an old
to discovering the house work and put
memory box of
truth about both
off cooking dinner
Charlie's. It soon
Charlie and Anna, is until I was finished…
becomes clear there Grace in terrible
I loved every page.’
was a lot she didn't danger? There was Renee Reads ‘My
know about her best nothing she could eyes were racing
friend. When Grace have done to save down the pages…
starts a campaign to Charlie... or was
had me guessing
find Charlie's father, there? A
right up to the very
Anna, a girl
compelling,
end and I had tears
claiming to be
gripping
in my eyes as I
Charlie's sister steps psychological
relived Charlie's last
forward. For Grace, thriller perfect for moments…
finding Anna is like fans of The Girl on exceptional… It's an
finding a new
the Train, I Let You addictive pagefamily, and soon
Go and The Girl
turner that begs time
Anna has made
With No Past. What and again for just
herself very
people are saying
one more chapter
comfortable in
about The Sister: ‘I until the whole book
Grace and boyfriend was gripped to The has been devoured
Dan's home. But
Sister from the first and thoroughly
something isn't
page until the very enjoyed.’ The Book
right. Things
end. I thought I had Magnet ‘Wow!
disappear, Dan's
it all worked out
What an amazing
acting strangely and until I was proven debut novel! Full of
Grace is sure that
sooo wrong.’
intense twists!
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Fantastic book to
that would make a recommended!'
start off summer
fantastic summer
Books and Me! 'Just
reading! Highly
read!' Steph and
as I thought the
recommend.’ Loud Chris’ Book
story was wrapping
and Proud Book
Review 'As the
up BANG! I was hit
Junkie, 5 stars ‘I
skillfully woven
again with another
loved this book, it web of lies and
twist. Brilliant! It is
grabbed me right
deceit starts to
chilling and sinister
from the beginning.' untangle the author and yet heartBeady Jans Books 'I throws in a massive breaking and tragic,
genuinely struggled twist that I certainly and I felt really
to put this book
didn't see coming… aemotional on
down… I can't
definite must read finishing it… I can’t
recommend this
for all psychological wait to read more by
book enough, it's
thriller fans and it's Louise.' Bloomin
made it to my
one of those books Brilliant Books
favourites... I can't that deserves to be 'OMG I love this...
wait for more books talked about.' The one corker of a
to come from
Haphazardous
psychological
Louise Jensen… A Hippo 'One of those thriller which ticked
well-deserved five books that you can't all the boxes for me
stars from me.'
stop thinking about giving it an easy 5
Emporio Epidemic 'I even when you're
stars.' Chelle’s
couldn't put my
not reading it!!... the Book Reviews
Kindle down until I tension never seems 'Hooked from the
had answers!!… I to drop for one
first page till the
wasn't sure which second!… an
end... A gripping
characters to trust absolute treat, albeit tale for fans of I Let
and which to not
a scary one, to
You Go and The
trust… a 5 star book read!! Highly
Girl on the Train. A
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must read.' Berlitz bad sister -home again, and
Chile 'I was left
especially when she and Marie
gaping… You cannotshe fled town
have united in a
help but speed read after her
plan for the
through this novel. mother's death ultimate revenge.
You have to know
twenty-five years But when old
what happens.'
ago. But people secrets and new
Aloha Reviews 'I
fears clash,
was hooked on the don't know the
everyone is
story from the word truth. Marie
Monroe knows. pushed to the
go.' Hollie in
She was there
breaking point . .
Wanderlust

A Novel Orion
Two sisters who
couldn't be more
different come
together to plan
a shocking
revenge in this
"addicting"
(Hello Giggles)
domestic thriller.
Two sisters. One
murder plan.
Everyone
thought reckless,
troubled
Geraldine
Monroe was the
Downloaded from

for their father's
cruel
punishments, the
constant
manipulation, the
lies. Everyone
thinks she's the
perfect daughter
-- patient and
kind, and above
all obedient. No
one would
suspect her of
anything.
Especially not
murder. Now
Geraldine's

. and the sisters
will learn that
they can't trust
anyone-not even
each other. "The
story of
Geraldine's
return to her
roots is vividly
told... [for]
readers looking
for something to
follow Jeanette
Walls' nonfiction
The Glass
Castle." -Booklist "An
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without Ali? Probably. incidents and secrets
excellent
At least then people can still lead to
psychological
joy."—Booklist "...a
thriller that's filled might think about
Morgan. Ali's always thought-provoking
with dark family gotten everything — novel....Dianne Dixon
secrets and
she doesn't even
knows how to keep
plenty of
realize how much
readers coming
intrigue." -- New Morgan resents her. back."—RT Book
York Journal of Ali also doesn't realize Review
that when she shuts A twisty, dark
Books

Morgan out entirely, psychological thriller
she will unleash a
that will have you
chain of events that gripped Sourcebooks,
show just how
Inc.
dangerous the
"Beats The Silence of
underside of love
the Lambs for
really is. As their lives suspense—it's the
spin toward
kind of book that had
something neither one me literally gasping
of them can control, a aloud as it rattled to
terrifying crime
its incredible
reveals how those who conclusion." —Cory
know us best can
Doctorow, New York
destroy us...or save us. Times bestselling
Praise for The Other author of Homeland
My Sister’s Lies
Sister: "Through
What if the most
Leanne Davis
acute imagery and
terrifying person you
A 2017 Mary Higgins
with beautifully deep know is your ten-yearClark Award
insight, Dixon unveils old sister? SeventeenNominee One sister
the complex rawness year-old Aussie Che
has everything. Her
of human beings and Taylor loves his
twin hates her for it.
demonstrates how
younger sister, Rosa.
Would life be better
even the ugliest
But he’s also certain

A Gripping and
Emotional Novel of
Motherhood,
Family Secrets and
Lies Overlook Press
The USA Today
and Kindle Top
#25 Bestseller ‘A
real tear-jerker’
THE SUN ‘A
stunning read’
MIRANDA
DICKINSON
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that she’s a psychopa Rosa’s rock,
—The New York
th—clinically,
protecting her from Times Book Review
threateningly,
the world. Now, the “Johnson crafts an
dangerously. Recently world might need
aching thriller about
Rosa has been making protection from her. the dangers of loving
trouble, hurting
too intensely.”
The Half Sister
things. Che is the only Anchor
—Time From a
one who knows; he’s
Booker Prize finalist
The Other SisterA
the only one his sister
and international
trusts. Rosa is smart, gripping, twisty
literary star: a blazing
novel
of
talented, pretty, and
portrait of one darkly
psychological
very good at hiding
riveting sibling
what she is and the
relationship, from the
suspense with a
manipulation she’s killer ending that inside out. “One of
capable of. Their
her generation’s
you won’t see
parents, whose
most intriguing
comingOrion
business takes the
authors”
family from place to The Wicked Sister
(Entertainment
Severn
House
place, brush off the
Weekly), Daisy
Publishers
Ltd
warning signs as
Johnson is the
A
NEW
YORK
Rosa’s “acting
youngest writer to
out.” Now that they TIMES NOTABLE have been shortlisted
BOOK OF THE
have moved
for the Man Booker
YEAR
“[A]
again—from Bangkok
Prize. Now she
skillfully
crafted
to New York
returns with Sisters, a
gothic mystery . . .
City—their new
haunting story about
Johnson
pulls
off
a
hometown provides
two sisters caught in a
great
feat
in
this
far too many
powerful emotional
book.”
—Financial
opportunities for Rosa
web and wrestling to
Times “It reminded understand where one
to play her
increasingly complex me, in its general
ends and the other
refusal
to
play
nice,
of
and disturbing games.
begins. Born just ten
early
Ian
McEwan.”
Che’s always been
months apart, July
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and September are
inventive language andsuspenseful tale that
thick as thieves, never imagery by an author probes the bond
needing anyone but whose work has been between sisters and
each other. Now,
described as
the peril of keeping
following a case of
“entrancing” (The
secrets. Once the
school bullying, the
New Yorker), “a
thriving attraction of
teens have moved
force of nature” (The
rural Vermont, the
away with their single New York Times
Tower Motel now
mother to a longBook Review), and
abandoned family
“weird and wild and stands in disrepair,
alive only in the
home near the shore. wonderfully
In their new, isolated unsettling” (Celeste memories of Amy,
life, July finds that the Ng), Sisters is a one- Piper, and Piper's
deep bond she has
two punch of wild
kid sister, Margot.
always shared with
fury and
The three played
September is shifting heartache—a taut,
there as girls until
in ways she cannot
powerful, and deeply the day that their
entirely understand. A moving account of
games uncovered
creeping sense of
sibling love and what
something dark and
dread and unease
happens when two
twisted in the
descends inside the
sisters must face each
motel's past,
house. Meanwhile,
other’s darkest
something that
outside, the sisters
impulses.
ruined their
push boundaries of
The Silent Sister
friendship forever.
behavior—until a
Hachette UK
Now adult, Piper
series of shocking
The latest novel
encounters tests the from New York
and Margot have
limits of their shared
Times best-selling tried to forget what
experience, and forces
they found that
author Jennifer
shocking revelations
fateful summer, but
McMahon is an
about the girls’ past
their lives are
and future. Written atmospheric,
upended when Piper
gripping, and
with radically
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receives a panicked believed the other to THE LIE But a knock
midnight call from be something truly at the door is about to
Margot, with news monstrous, but only change everything. A
young woman by the
of a horrific crime one carries the
name of Jess holds a
for which Amy
secret that would
note with the results
stands accused.
haunt the
of a DNA test,
Suddenly, Margot generations to come. claiming to be their
and Piper are forced The Other Sister
half sister. THE
HarperCollins UK
to relive the time
UNTHINKABLE As
From
Sandie
Jones,
that they found the
the fallout starts, it's
the
New
York
Times
suitcase that once
clear that they are all
bestselling author of
belonged to Silvie
hiding secrets, and
the Hello Sunshine
perhaps this family
Slater, the aunt that
Book Club pick The
isn't as perfect as it
Amy claimed had Other Woman,
appears.
run away to
comes The Half
Hollywood to live Sister; a compelling A Small Town
Contemporary
out her dream of
new domestic
becoming
suspense novel about Romance
Bookouture
Hitchcock's next
a family who is
"Chilling and
blonde bombshell forever changed
captivating, The
when a stranger
leading lady. As
Margot and Piper arrives at their door. Wicked Sister
Meet the half sister, explores the
investigate, a
cleverly woven plot and unravel the ties complex layers of
that blind us. THE
family bonds, guilt,
unfolds—revealing
TRUTH Sisters Kate and redemption. A
the story of Sylvie and Lauren meet for
and Rose, two other Sunday lunch every beautifully written,
haunting
sisters who lived at week without fail,
psychological
the motel during its especially after the
thriller." --Megan
1950s heyday. Each loss of their father.
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Miranda, author of returns, in a quest manipulative, liar.
All the Missing Girls for answers, to the Clare: Intelligent,
From the bestselling place where she
loyal, paranoid,
and award-winning once felt safest: her jealous. Clare thinks
author of The
family's sprawling Alice is a
Marsh King's
log cabin in the
manipulative liar
Daughter comes a remote forests of
who is trying to steal
startling novel of
Michigan's Upper her life. Alice thinks
psychological
Peninsula. As
Clare is jealous of
suspense as two
Rachel begins to
her long-lost return
generations of sisters uncover what really and place in their
try to unravel their happened on the
family. One of them
tangled relationships day her parents
is telling the truth.
between nature and were murdered, she The other is a
nurture, guilt and
learns--as her
maniac. Two sisters.
betrayal, love and mother did years
One truth. What
evil. For a decade earlier--that home people are saying
and a half, Rachel can be a place of
about Sue Fortin &
Cunningham has
unspeakable evil,
'The Girl Who
chosen to lock
and that the bond Lied': 'Sue Fortin
herself away in a
she shares with her writes with skill and
psychiatric facility, sister might be the pace, filling her
tortured by gaps in most poisonous of pages with tension.
her memory and the all.
With great
certainty that she is The Favorite Sister characters and a
responsible for her St. Martin's Griffin gripping storyline, I
parents' deaths. But From the bestselling was immediately
when she learns new author of The Girl pulled in and found
details about their Who Lied Alice:
myself desperate to
murders, Rachel
Beautiful, kind,
turn the pages' Downloaded from
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Amanda Jennings 'Kept me intrigued one time that Rose
'Slowly but
right up until the
couldn't stop me
inexorably draws
end...a highly
from doing the
you in until you can enjoyable read, filled wrong thing and
hardly wait to
with secrets' - By the that was a mistake
discover the fate of Letter Book Reviews
that will haunt me
the
The Night Sister
for the rest of my
characters...you'll
Thames &
life. Fern Castle
love Sue Fortin' Hudson
works in her local
Sue Moorcroft 'A
THE INSTANT
library. She has
twisty romantic page-NEW YORK
dinner with her
turner that will keep
TIMES
twin sister Rose
you guessing' - Julie
BESTSELLER A
three nights a
Cohen 'Sue Fortin's
stunningly
clever
gripping books
week. And she
thriller
made
always keep me
avoids crowds,
doubly
suspenseful
turning the pages!
bright lights, and
by not one, but
Highly
loud noises as
recommended for two unreliable
much as possible.
fans of grit-lit and narrators.--People
Fern has a
suspense!' - Mandy Sally Hepworth,
carefully structured
Baggot 'The
the author of The
life and disrupting
suspense, mystery Mother-In-Law
her routine can
and secrets to be
delivers a knockbe...dangerous.
revealed kept me
out of a novel
When Rose
turning the
about the lies that
discovers that she
pages...nerve
bind two sisters in
cannot get
wracking and
The
Good
Sister.
gripping' - Rachel's
pregnant, Fern
There's
only
been
Random Reads
sees her chance to
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pay her sister back family's home to learn Elle is capable of.
the truth and escape Inexplicably drawn to
for everything
her sister's influence If her enigmatic sister,
Rose has done for
you knew my sister, yet terrified of the
her. Fern can have you’d run too... First sway she holds, Irini
a baby for Rose. there was the Robert tries to protect herself
She just needs to Kneel incident. Then even as she is sucked
what happened to
back into her family's
find a father.
Margot Wolfe. And toxic web of
Simple. Fern's
now she’s found me secrets...and soon
mission will shake
again. Dr. Irini
realizes that the past is
the foundations of Harringford was given more complicated
the life she has
away by her parents than she imagined,
carefully built for just before her fourth and that her very
herself and stir up birthday. Although future rests upon
discovering the truth
dark secrets from she has spent her
whole life trying to
about why she was
the past, in this
convince herself she really given away.
quirky, rich, and doesn't need them,
A Gripping
shocking story of deep down Irini longs
Psychological
what families keep to understand why she
Thriller with a
was abandoned, while
hidden.
her parents kept her Killer Twist
A Novel Simon &
older sister, Elle. So Skybound Books
Schuster
The Book of
when Elle gets in
In the vein of Ruth
touch
with
news
that
Atlantis Black:
Ware's In a Dark,
their
mother
has
died,
Dark Wood comes a
The Search for a
Irini
reluctantly
agrees
novel of psychological
Sister Gone
suspense form debut to return to the family
home. But she is ill at Missing will have
author Michelle
ease. She and Elle are you questioning
Adams, where a
woman returns to her not close. Irini knows facts, rooting for
only too well what
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secrets, and asking and death. With with abuse and
what it means to access to her
mental illness,
know the truth. A sister’s email and Atlantis’s
young woman is social media
precocious yet
found dead on the accounts, Bonner short rise in the
floor of a Tijuana attempts to
music world, and
hotel room. An ID decipher and
through it all an
in a nearby purse construct a
unshakable bond
reads “Atlantis
narrative: frantic of sisterhood—Bon
Black.” The
and unintelligible ner finds questions
police report states Facebook posts,
that lead only to
that the body does alarming images of more questions
not seem to match a woman with a
and possible clues
the identification, handgun,
that seem to point
yet the body is
Craigslist
in no particular
quickly cremated companionship
direction. In this
and the case is
ads, DEA agent
haunting memoir
considered closed. testimony, video and piercing true
So begins Betsy
surveillance, police crime account,
Bonner’s search reports, and
Bonner must
for her sister,
various phone calls decide how far she
Atlantis, and the and moments in will go to
unraveling of the the flesh conjured understand a sister
mysterious final
from memory.
who, like the
months before
Through a history mythical island she
Atlantis’s
only she and
renamed herself
disappearance,
Atlantis shared—a for, might prove
alleged overdose, childhood fraught impossible to find.
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Company
can be saved. Rising
The Bucket List
Inspired
by
real
above the appalling
Little, Brown Book
women, this powerful conditions, she seizes
Group
Could finding her novel tells the story of an opportunity to
two unconventional realize her dream to
long lost sister be
American sisters who practice medicine as a
the biggest mistake
volunteer at the front doctor. Elise, an
Alex Woods has
during World War I accomplished
ever made?
August 1914. While mechanic, finds
|Having recently
Europe enters a
purpose and an
lost both her
brutal conflict unlike unexpected kinship
parents in a tragic any waged before,
within the all-female
car accident, Alex the Duncan
Ambulance Corps.
household
in
Through bombings,
Woods is shocked to
Baltimore, Maryland, heartache and loss,
discover through
is the setting for a
Ruth and Elise
the family lawyer
different struggle.
cherish an
that her beloved
Ruth and Elise
independence rarely
mother was keeping
Duncan long to
granted to women,
a secret – a baby
escape the roles that unaware that their
she gave up for
society, and their
greatest challenges are
adoption when she controlling father,
still to come.
had just left high
demand they play.
Illuminating the
school. But when
Together, the sisters critical role women
Alex decides to
volunteer for the war played in the Great
search for her long effort—Ruth as a
War, this is a
nurse, Elise as a
remarkable story of
lost sister – and
finds her – she is driver. Stationed at a resilience, sacrifice
makeshift hospital in and the bonds that
in for a terrible
Ypres, Belgium, Ruth can never be
surprise . . .
The Good Sister
Henry Holt and
Downloaded from

soon confronts
war’s harshest
lesson: not everyone

vanquished.

The Good Sister
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The Other SisterA she meets Bea -- a thought she knew
gripping, twisty
girl with an
about her new
novel of
uncanny
friends -- and
psychological
resemblance to
about herself.
A Novel Orion
suspense with a
Lucy and Bea's
killer ending that twin brother, Ben, 'Beautifully written,
tense and real' you won’t see
with whom she
coming
feels an irresistible Ann Cleeves Two
One had a secret. attraction. Before sisters. One fire. A
secret that won't
One lost her
long, Bea has
burn out. The
mind. One died. invited Abi to live
Grayson sisters are
After the tragic
in their townhouse, trouble. Everyone
death of her twin which places Abi's in their small town
sister and a
budding
knows it. But nosubsequent
relationship with one can know of the
breakdown, Abi
Ben under strain. secret that binds
has moved to Bath But Bea has a
them together.
to make a fresh
secret to hide that Hattie is the light.
start. But
she'll do anything Penny is the
wherever she goes, to protect, and as darkness. Together,
she's haunted by Abi falls deeper in they have balance.
But one night the
the memory of
love with Ben,
balance is toppled.
Lucy, and can't
things in the house
A match is struck. A
stop herself from take a turn for the
fire is started. A
searching
worse. Slowly, Abi cruel husband is
fruitlessly for her begins to unravel, killed. The potential
sister's face in
and must question for a new life
crowds. One day everything she
flickers in the fire's
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embers, but
thought provoking, 'Imaginative,
resentment, guilt,
with twists I did not beautifully observed
and jealousy
see coming - Cecilia characterisation.
suffocate like smoke. Ekb ck, bestselling Masterfully written
Their lives have
author of Wolf
and enchanting,
been engulfed in
Winter and The
with more than a
flames - will they
Midnight Sun 'This hint of menace' ever be able to put book is a cracked
Caro Ramsay
them out? Steeped mirror—sharp,
in intrigue and
disquieting,
suspense, Sister of impossible to look
Mine is a
away, refracting our
powerhouse debut; a worst fears and best
sharp, disquieting hopes back at us' thriller written in
Elan Mastai, author
stunning, elegant
of All Our Wrong
prose with a
Todays 'Laurie's
devastating twist.
prose is stunning but
Fans of Liane
it was the
Moriarty's Big Little complicated
Lies and Shari
relationship between
Lapena's The
the two sisters, and
Couple Next Door the secret that
will be utterly
threatens to destroy
absorbed by this
them that had me
compulsively
furiously turning the
readable novel.
pages' - Hollie
------------------------ Overton, bestselling
'Beautifully written, author of Baby Doll
insightful and
and The Walls
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